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I.          Introduction

1.      The European Union (“EU”) is perhaps the most advanced area in terms of mobile telecommunications
penetration.  As of January 2001, over 63 percent of EU citizens had mobile phones.  Telecommunications
services within the EU are worth an estimated 200 billion euros.  Of this amount, mobile services constitute
30 percent.[1]  It is within this context that third generation (“3G”) spectrum[2] licenses for mobile phones
have become such an important issue in European regulation, finance, and politics.  This article addresses two
issues that have been missing from legal academic literature.  First, it analyzes auction theory and its
applications to telecommunications.  Second, it investigates the important 3G spectrum license process in
Europe and breaks down its implications on EU law and policy in the telecom sector.  This analysis is crucial
given that the unresolved issues that have arisen in the 3G process, if not solved, will have a deleterious effect
on future spectrum allocation processes in Europe, such as the eventual 4G licensing process.  Therefore, this
article will argue that a single simultaneous ascending auction and a pan-European telecom regulatory
authority should be created to allow for better spectrum allocation results.

2.      Any legal infrastructure for telecommunications must provide four fundamental things: a definition of rights,
an initial assignment or allocation of the rights, a determination of the obligations of ownership, and rules
regarding transferability of the rights.  This paper focuses on the second of these four factors—the initial
allocation of spectrum licenses for 3G spectrum in Europe using the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (“UMTS”) digital mobile standard, a part of the ITU IMT-2000 standard for 3G telecommunications. 
UMTS represents a 3G system capable of supporting innovative multimedia services such as Internet and
other Internet Protocol-based services, beyond the capability of second-generation (“2G”) systems such as
GSM.  This technology is a considerable leap from the existing 2G technology.

3.      In this licensing system, rights are assigned for the use of spectrum through a license to deal with scarcity of
the spectrum space and to prevent interference.  It should be noted that the licensing does not grant the
operator property rights to the spectrum, but merely grants a license to utilize the spectrum for a particular
time period.[3]  Put differently, “A broadcast license is not a property right in spectrum; it is a license to
operate a transmitter of a given design, power, and frequency with an antenna configured and located in a
particular way.”[4]

4.      Proper regulation serves to correct market inefficiencies.  One of the goals of regulating the mobile market is
to encourage competition, which prevents monopolization and cartelization.  It also lowers barriers to entry,
respects consumer preferences, and reduces costs to consumers.  In order to allow for greater competition in
the mobile market, Member States of the EU and other European countries have chosen between auctions and
beauty contests to allocate licenses.  In an auction, assets are transferred from sellers to buyers in a bidding
process.  Generally, auctions have a number of benefits.  They raise substantial amounts of money for the
government.  Auctions give the government good information about the value of different uses of spectrum,
may help to better allocate spectrum allotment in the future, tend to be quick, and are cost effective.  Auctions
encourage the efficient use of frequency by assigning the spectrum to the eligible party that values it most. 
They also keep the number of applicants down, which thereby reduces administrative costs.  However,
auctions may disadvantage consumers if governments fail to devise effective auctions.  In contrast, a beauty
contest, or comparative hearing, has government regulators selecting a winner based on its own determination
of the potential pros and cons of the candidates.

5.      Section II of this paper provides an overview of EU law on mobile telecommunications.  Section III explores
auction theory and its applications for the licensing of spectrum.  Section IV examines how auctions and
beauty contests for 3G licenses have faired in Europe.  Section V offers an analysis of the impact of the
licensing process on European telecom operators and consumers while Section VI concludes that a single
simultaneous ascending auction for all of the licenses throughout Europe will provide for greater efficiency,
and advocates for the creation of a pan-European telecommunications regulatory authority so that future
processes of licensing spectrum in Europe prove to be more successful than the 3G process.

II.         EU Mobile Telecom Policy

6.     The structure of the EU drives the way in which policies become law.  The Council of Ministers of the
European Union can only act on the basis of a proposal by the European Commission (“EC”).  The EC has
two functions.  First, it proposes legislation to the European Council.  Under a delegated powers doctrine, the
EC also issues the majority of EU legislation.[5]

7.      EU policy in mobile telecommunications originated in 1987 when the Council of Ministers adopted a
Recommendation[6] followed by a Directive[7] of the EC to coordinate the introduction of the Global System
for Mobile Communications (“GSM”) into the EU.[8]

8.      Nevertheless, the EU only adopted a more uniform member-wide approach to mobile telecom in 1994.  That
year, the EC issued the Green Paper on a Common Approach in the Field of Mobile and Personal
Communications in the European Union (“Green Paper”).[9]

9.      One purpose of the Green Paper was to identify and implement the steps that needed to be taken to best
exploit the mobile sector.  The EC hoped to implement in mobile telecom what it sought to do in the other
areas in telecom—to both liberalize and harmonize service.   The Green Paper noted a number of barriers that
needed to be overcome to reach these goals such as: exclusive and special rights that inhibit full-scale market
development and prevent equal access; technology-based licensing that causes market fragmentation;
nationally-oriented licensing procedures that substantially delay implementation of pan-European systems;
and a fragmented approach to development and service provisions that prevents a global approach to the
development of personal communications services.[10]  As this article will show, these issues remain
problems in the present setting.

10.    The Green Paper’s main recommendation for overcoming these barriers was to extend EC
telecommunications principles to the mobile sector while maximizing commercial freedom. Though the
Green Paper made several specific proposals, such as abolishing special rights for mobile network operation,
it did not specify a procedure for granting licenses.  It also failed to advocate a EU-wide system of
overcoming nationally-oriented licensing procedures.  Of note, the Green Paper warned of some possible
dangers regarding auctions such as “the danger of excessive transfers to the public budget or for other
purposes, to the detriment of law tariffs for the users.”[11]

11.    The EU Council supported the findings of the Green Paper with a Resolution.[12]  Priorities that it listed in
the Resolution included: (a) generalized competition for the provision of mobile and personal
communications and granting of licenses according to objective, transparent, proportional, and non-
discriminatory criteria; and (b) limiting the number of mobile and personal communications licenses granted
only on the grounds of essential requirements, such as the efficient use of the frequency spectrum.[13]  This
Resolution can be contrasted with licensing procedures actually being followed in Europe at the time. 
Comparative administrative hearings were used to give incumbents (often government-owned) mobile
licenses for free or at a fraction of their market price.[14] 

12.    As the technology to move beyond 2G arrived, the Commission responded with a Communication proposing
the full application of the Treaty competition rules to the mobile sector and support for work towards UMTS.
[15]  To assist in UMTS policy, the EC and its UMTS Task Force set up a UMTS Forum, composed of
telecom industry representatives.  In concert with a report from the UMTS Forum, the EC issued a
Communication that outlined policies to create a hospitable environment for the implementation of UMTS.
[16]  A key objective in this Communication was to ensure competition in the mobile sector to promote EU-
wide harmonization for future systems.  The European Radiocommunications Committee determined the
particular spectrum space for UMTS in 1997.[17]  

13.    Two EC documents, the Directive on Licensing[18] and the Decision on the Introduction of UMTS, play a
significant role in the current EU regulatory framework.[19]  The EC recognized that the allocation of
spectrum would play a key role in the success of UMTS.  The Decision states the key concerns of the EC for
the 3G technology:

[S]pectrum availability and appropriate pricing, coverage and quality will be
essential aspects to the success of UMTS development…[A]ny spectrum
pricing method should not adversely impact on the competitive structure of the
market, and respect the public interest, while ensuring efficient use of the
spectrum as a valuable resource.[20]

14.    The Decision also reiterated the Mobile Directive of 1997, stating that Member States shall take all actions
necessary to introduce UMTS by January 1, 2002 at the latest.[21]  The Directive also added that licenses
must be granted through “open, non-discriminatory and transparent procedures” and be based on objective
criteria, which are articulated ahead of time.[22]  

15.    The EC provides a framework for pricing spectrum licenses.  The prices need to reflect optimal use of the
spectrum, be non-discriminatory, and foster the development of innovative services and competition.[23]  A
proposed directive will grant the EC the opportunity to propose binding harmonization measures using
comitology procedures where it considers that diverging national measures constitutes a barrier to the single
market.[24]

16.    Because each Member State has some discretion as to the specifics of how to implement EU Directives and
Decisions under the doctrine of subsidiary, licensing conditions regarding the UMTS licenses vary across
states.  Part of the problem of subsidiary has been that, traditionally, Member States have preferred minimal
harmonization in telecommunications services.[25]  Different selection procedures have led certain states to
use auctions, while others have used comparative selections (beauty contests) or a combination of the two. 
Moreover, the UMTS licenses have varying time durations and enter into force at different dates.  The
deployment of networks and the ability to share some network infrastructure vary as does access to 2G
networks.[26]  As the EC notes, “Such fragmented conditions will inevitably create distortions in the way 3G
networks and services will be implemented throughout Europe.”[27]  Unfortunately, by the time that this
statement had been written, the distortions it warned about had already been created, specifically in the
licensing process and the creation of a sequential system that affected the bidding in both auctions and beauty
contests.

III.       Auction Theory

A.        Overview

17.    An auction serves to transfer an asset from a seller to a buyer.  They can be defined as market mechanisms
with explicit rules to determine efficient allocation and pricing on the basis of bids from market participants.
[28]  Countries have used auctions for selling licenses for spectrum beginning with New Zealand in 1990.  A
number of compelling reasons exist for countries to use an auction as a way to award a 3G license.  Auctions
lead to more efficient outcomes than administrative hearings.  They are more transparent and objective than
comparative hearings and are a flexible public policy tool.  Auctions allow for governments to value a license
best since auctions will reveal how valuable bidders believe the licenses to be and which bidder values them
most.  As a general rule, the social value of the license is equal to its most efficient valuation.  Significant cost
savings are possible in auctions over administrative hearings.  In the United States, the FCC estimated that the
cost of administrative hearings (the sum of the cost of filing the applications, the government’s administrative
costs, and the public’s losses from delayed services) is six times higher than the cost of an auction.[29]

18.    A number of different forms of auctions exist, though auctions can generally be divided into two basic
frameworks: open or closed auctions, and ascending or descending auctions.  Many variations exist within
these auction forms.  Within the framework of open auctions, there are two basic forms: English auctions
(ascending bid auctions) and Dutch auctions (descending bid auctions).

19.    English auctions are the best-known form of auction.  In an English auction, the initial auction bid begins at a
low bid price and ascends to higher prices until no new bids are made.  Since bidding is public, English
auctions allow bidders to revise their bids higher after observing the behavior of other bidders.  In contrast, a
Dutch auction is the opposite of the ascending auction and gets its name from the auctions used in the tulip
market in the Netherlands.  In a Dutch auction, the price of the auction is set at a high price and the bids
descend to lower prices.

20.    In closed or “sealed-bid” auctions, bidders submit only one bid.  In a first price sealed auction, the highest
bidder wins the bid.  This type of auction has traditionally been used in government contracts.  One problem
with the first price sealed bid is that it might not elicit truthful bids or necessarily the bid that is the most
efficient.  Another form of sealed auction is the second price auction, also known as a Vickrey auction for its
creator, under which the highest bidder wins the item but pays the price equal to the bid of the second highest
bidder.[30]  In sealed-bid auctions, it is more difficult for competitors to collude because it is difficult to
respond to the signals of other bidders.  However, this concern must be balanced by a concern that sealed-bid
auctions will not necessarily lead to the most efficient outcome because it is more difficult to value licenses in
the absence of seeing how much value other bidders give to the same licenses.  Sealed-bid auctions also may
make it easier for potential entrants to enter into the auction, thereby giving weaker firms a chance to win the
auction.

21.    Sequential versus simultaneous auctions are also an issue of auction theory and design.  To the extent that a
license in one country is seen as identical to a license in another country, a sequential process will create a
sales mechanism in which identical items are sold for different prices based on when in the process they were
sold.  Licenses that are sold later in the process will go for less than those sold earlier.[31]  Second, a
sequential auction encourages strategic behavior as some firms might bid to drive prices higher to eliminate
rivals that have smaller budgets from bidding in later rounds.[32]  Sequential auctions also make it more
difficult to predict the prices of future auctions and for this reason may eliminate a number of strategic
alternatives for firms.  These factors lead to outcomes that are less optimal than those achieved in
simultaneous bidding.

22.    In contrast, a simultaneous auction will encourage firms to incorporate more information into their bids and
allows for backup strategies to be implemented during an auction.  It also serves to limit winner’s curse and
makes substitute licenses tend to sell for similar prices, since lower priced licenses will be bid up.[33]  Other
auction forms will not create an efficient aggregation nor will they create a setting in which similar licenses
will sell for the same price.[34]

B.         Early Spectrum Auctions

23.    Though theoretically auction design might not matter, in application, the opposite has been true.  Indeed, the
design of the auction can be critical.  The first spectrum auction—that of New Zealand in 1990—was
unsuccessful in that revenue fell far short of expectations.  A Vickrey auction was used but no minimum bids
or reserve prices were set.  As a consequence, strange results emerged.  In one extreme case, one firm that bid
NZ$7 million paid the second highest bid of NZ$5,000.  In another, a New Zealand student bid NZ$1 for a
television license for a small city.  Since nobody else bid for the license, he won and paid $0 since this was
the next highest bid.[35]  Even with its failure to raise revenue, the New Zealand auction was still successful
as the spectrum was assigned to the users who valued it the most, and the auction process was efficient in that
it was quicker and less costly than administrative hearings would have been.[36]

24.    A few years later, Australia used a first price sealed-bid auction for two satellite-television spectrum
allocations.  Because of a poorly designed auction, strategic games by the bidders created opportunities for
securing licenses at lower prices.  The auction did not have a minimum deposit requirement for bids nor did it
have a default mechanism.  Thus, the bidders bid high and low, then proceeded to default on the high bids so
that the licenses were awarded to the next highest bids—which were also made by them.[37]

25.    In contrast with the New Zealand and Australian auctions, the United States was able to create a more
successful auction in 1994 by devising a simultaneous ascending auction in which all licenses were opened
for bidding at the same time.  As a study of the auction illustrates, “The evidence from the FCC auctions is
that the simultaneous ascending auction is an effective mechanism for selling independent items.”[38]

C.         Auction Design

26.    As Part B reveals, auction design matters.  The U.S. auctions serve as a good model for auction design, since
its simultaneous ascending auctions suggest the best results.  Both the simultaneous and the ascending nature
of the auctions serve to aid efficient outcomes.  Because the bidding is ascending, each bidder can observe
how much rivals value the same license and therefore each bidder will know if it will be able to construct its
preferred aggregation and how much its aggregation will cost.  Since the auction is simultaneous, bidders can
switch to back up aggregation strategies if the first choice looks like it will be too expensive. 

27.    A poorly-designed auction results in a number of different problems: the wrong firms might receive licenses;
the government might not receive as much revenue as it could have; or the design might encourage firms to
overbid to the extent that it ultimately affects the quality of service that the firm would provide to consumers. 
If a firm overbids, it is said to have suffered from winner’s curse.  The curse arises in common value auctions
in which, though unknown at the time of the purchase, the true value of the auctioned good is the same for all
potential buyers.[39]

28.    Secondary trading of licenses does not necessarily correct the problem of the initial misallocation.  Economist
Paul Milgrom notes that on a theoretical level, once property rights have been assigned, bargaining after the
initial allocation will generally not achieve an efficient rearrangement:  “An inefficient initial assignment
cannot, in general, be quickly corrected by trading in licenses after the auction is complete.”[40]  Particularly
in the case of multiple parties, this becomes less likely.[41]  A well-designed auction must also reflect the
different preferences of bidders.  “Even taking account of increases in the cost of capital and the small
possibility of overbidding, the welfare gains from an auction are likely to outweigh these losses as long as the
government can ensure collusion in the subsequent market is not possible.”[42]

29.    It may be that high front-end costs that an auction creates will actually create incentives for a quick roll out of
services.  As the Financial Times quoted one analyst, “If you have got only 20 years to make the returns on
[the investment on a license] stack up, then maybe you have got to roll it out more quickly.”[43]  Economic
theory supports this contention.  A firm has the incentive to build a network because the firm must satisfy the
capital markets and must therefore create a return on investment.

30.    Another important factor in a well-designed auction is understanding and incorporating the possibility of
complimentary licenses.  That is, some licenses do more than just serve their area; they can be linked within a
larger network of seamless services.  For example, a telecom company with a license to serve the Washington,
D.C. market would also want complimentary licenses to serve the Philadelphia, New York City, and Boston
markets.  In the UMTS context, a number of firms hoped to win licenses in all or most of Europe in order to
take advantage of roaming services throughout Europe within the same network.  Therefore, a consumer
could be served via a network of licenses in Berlin, Rome, Paris, and London.  Aggregation would also allow
the fixed costs of a firm to be spread out more easily.  Therefore, licenses in the different European countries
are complimentary.  It may be that the aggregation of these licenses exceeded the value of the sum of
individual licenses in each country and that the lack of a single simultaneous auction prevented these
aggregations from occurring.  One potential pitfall of allowing combination bids is that it may create a free
rider problem with regard to individual licenses.  Another problem, as with any auction, is that it might create
opportunities for bidders to collude.

D.         Default Possibility of Licensees

31.    Auctions have the possibility of creating a default situation if bidders for licenses overbid such that it
bankrupts them.  The NextWave case illustrates this point.[44]  The FCC wanted to increase competition in
the mobile sector by encouraging new entrepreneurial entrants.  The FCC defined an entrepreneurial business
as one that had gross revenues of less than $125 million in each of the last two years and total assets of less
than $500 million.  NextWave Communications (“NextWave”) qualified under this definition.  NextWave
acquired C Block mobile licenses in the United States at auctions in 1995 through bids that totaled $4.7
billion.   Shortly thereafter, the FCC opened auctions for the D, E, and F blocks of PCS broadband.  This
effectively lowered the value of NextWave’s spectrum and made financing to build its network difficult,
particularly given NextWave’s small size.  NextWave entered into bankruptcy and after an ensuing legal
battle, the FCC reclaimed the licenses under the automatic cancellation provisions of its power and
reauctioned them.[45]

32.    Bankruptcy concerns are related to auction design.  Low minimum prices will encourage firms to view
bidding as a call option since it guarantees that if they bet well, they will reap the rewards of significant profit
from their license and if they bid poorly, they can easily default.  A low minimum price will encourage under-
financed firms to join in bidding though they may not be able to pay for the building of the network.  This
point is exemplified in the NextWave case.  Bidders for C Block spectrum needed to put down only five
percent of the winning bid price at the end of the auction and another five percent at the time of the license
award.  The remainder of the money was to come from quarterly installment payments at the ten-year
Treasury rate with interest-only payments for the first six years.

33.    Auctions are unlikely to lead to substantially higher consumer prices or lower investment levels than those of
beauty contests.  As a report to the Dutch Finance Ministry argues, “Where firms bid efficiently it is clear that
small increases in the cost of capital will be largely outweighed by the gains in allocative and dynamic
efficiency.”[46]  The report finds that what causes inefficient increases in the price of services is tacit
collusion by bidders after the auction has ended, and it concedes that the cost of capital is a possible exception
to this corollary.[47]

E.         Collusion

34.   As noted above, auctions present the problem of possible collusion by bidders.  Regarding the 3G licenses in
the United States, a series of agreements among major U.S. wireless operators created the option to swap
spectrum in key markets.  These agreements potentially reduced pressure by the bidders to acquire spectrum
at auction if the prices were to go too high since overpayment in one market would be compensated by
spectrum in another market. 

35.   Collusion is also possible in the post-auction setting.  If firms believe that through tacit collusion they will be
able to raise prices (by asking for special breaks from the government in the cost of the building of services or
through continued government support of state owned incumbent operators) that lead to extraordinary profits,
this will lead to overbidding over the amount that would lead to an efficient valuation of the licenses based on
a non-collusive price.[48]

F.         Overbidding

36.    Overbidding occurs when someone pays more in an auction than is necessary to achieve an efficient result. 
Some overbidding will occur based on reputation issues.  Some managers will see the attainment of licenses
as a must for the perception that a company has emerged from the auction as a “winner.”  This is similar to
how mergers and acquisitions often reach an amount beyond the amount that would lead to an efficient
valuation.[49]  Overbidding could have been stopped with an announcement and legislation prior to the
bidding in which the European governments would have stated that auction results would be upheld and those
that overbid would not be bailed out.

G.        Factors for Incumbents and Why They Favor Beauty Contests

37.    The differences between incumbents and new entrants are that incumbents face greater pressure than new
entrants to obtain a license, often have the advantage of raw spending power, have large revenue streams,
have some networks already built, and have a ready, available customer base as well as a branded identity.

38.    Martin Bouygues, the CEO of French mobile operator Bouygues, claimed that mobile auctions presented a
choice between “sudden death” and “slow death,” since incumbent operators have no other option but to
make sure they take home a license.  Otherwise they’re dooming themselves to go out of business.[50]  There
may be some accuracy in such a statement in terms of firms that received previous licenses for less than the
real cost of the license and became used to higher than usual profit based on these licenses.  Bouygues
received its GSM license for relatively small annual payments and in a way that suggests government
favoritism.[51]  In such cases, the response by adherents to a market efficiency approach would be that there
was an initial misallocation and that Bouygues should never have received a license at such a low price in the
first place.  Firms that had been granted licenses on a first-come, first-served basis had supranormal levels of
profits at the consumer’s expense.  They retained profits that consumers would have gotten via the payment
for the proper value of the license if firms were forced to pay that price.  This misallocation can be seen in
share price value of telecom companies.  A study by the U.S. Department of Commerce calculates that the
cellular licenses that the U.S. gave away during the 1980s increased the recipient’s share values by $46
billion.[52]

39.    Beauty contests, by their nature, are tacit attempts by the government to provide state aid.[53]  There is no
evidence to suggest that a firm that wins a license provides a cheaper product.  Any rational firm will try to
increase its price to what consumers will pay, even if the sunk cost of a license is low.  Beauty contests may
have pernicious secondary effects.  First, the lack of transparency means that government-favored firms will
be more easily able to win than firms that would provide the best service.  Second, the favored firms (nearly
always incumbents) can use the cost savings from the beauty licenses in one market to subsidize their entry
into other markets that use the auction system since they will not be as burdened by a higher debt service that
payment for licenses in an auction might cause.

40.    Some firms fear auctions because they believe that they would hurt the firm’s bottom line.  Michael Bon,
Chairman of France Telecom, sums up the fear of many incumbent operators:

[T]he auction system is bad because those firms which already have a mobile
license are obliged to obtain a license for the new generation. If they don’t
manage to do so, it means the end of their mobile telephony activity, and the
stock market value of their shares collapses immediately. If they want to avoid
such immense devastation in value for their shareholders, they are obliged to
participate in the auction. Under such circumstances, the latecomer determines
the price of the license, since the others are obliged to follow indefinitely. The
system is extremely destructive, since the latecomer can entertain motives
unrelated to the industry and can also be totally wrong in its forecasts. It will
cost that firm dearly, but the entire market will also bear the brunt.[54]

41.    The fear of auctions is that the higher prices reached via auctions will translate into significantly higher end-
user prices.  The auctions would thus serve as an indirect tax on end-users who will have to pay via higher
phone bills. This may have a chilling effect on the embrace of the 3G technology by consumers and could
thereby threaten the European edge in the embrace of wireless technology.  Yet, the ability to pass the
increase onto consumers will be limited by the competition of the different mobile providers and the
possibility of virtual operators that may resell mobile service. 

42.    These public fears by incumbent operators often reflect a skewed understanding of economics.  Many
analysts of this issue fail to distinguish between fixed and variable costs.  The cost of the license is a fixed
(sunk) cost because it is not part of the cost of supplying mobile service.  The marginal cost of the firm will
determine the amount of profit that will be made from the licenses.  However, a high fixed cost may affect the
marginal cost of a license.  “If capital-market frictions mean that the more the firm borrows, the higher the
interest rate it must pay, then the extra debt added by the auction price could result in the firm’s investing less
and having a higher marginal cost.”[55]  Indeed, an increased interest rate reduces a firm’s efficiency
enhancing investments, thereby leading to a higher marginal cost.  Though one study dismisses the size of this
effect, the article was written before the bankruptcies of the 1994 U.S. C Block spectrum auction and did not
foresee the massive debt that the UMTS auctions would create.  Indeed, the UMTS auction proves that
massive debt as a result of overbidding has put a number of telecom firms in a precarious financial situation
in which the investment into their networks may suffer.

IV. UMTS Case Study: The European 3G Licensing Process

43.    Member states of the EU and other European states began to allocate spectrum for 3G services in 1999. 
Though the process in each state had certain unique particularities, some common themes emerge.

A.         Finland

44.    The first country to offer UMTS licenses, Finland took a beauty contest approach in which each license for
the 3G system was given away for free, with the only cost that of a negligible fee to cover administrative
costs.[56]  Finland is an interesting example of the beauty contest approach since, unlike a country such as
France where the beauty contest was subject to the bias of the French government to protect its French
incumbent operators and to generate government revenue[57], Finland was more concerned with high prices
affecting the ability of high speed services to be rolled out.  Given that Finland’s mobile penetration is the
highest in the world (the number of mobile phones exceeds the number of fixed lines), the government hoped
that lower fees would lead to a quicker roll out of the UMTS network than if operators had to pay a higher
cost for the licenses.[58]

B.         United Kingdom

45.    The first auction for UMTS licenses in Europe was conducted by the United Kingdom.  After seven weeks
and 150 rounds of bidding by 13 companies, five companies emerged victorious in their attempt to win a 3G
license, and the auction raised $35 billion.[59]  Revenues were almost seven times more than originally
expected.[60]  The largest license was reserved for a new entrant.   It sold for £4.38 billion.  The next largest
license, which was open to any bidder, sold for £5.96 billion.  The remaining three licenses sold for slightly
more than £4bn each.[61]  Telecom operators have until 2007 to build their networks and must by that time be
able to cover eighty percent of the population.[62]

46.    A simultaneous ascending auction was used, because, with one more license than the current number of
mobile operators, the possibility for competition was increased as some new entrants were enticed to enter the
bidding.  The timing of the auction was also important.  Because this was the first auction, it made it more
likely that a large number of entrants would bid for these licenses.[63]  Bidders may have also thought that
winning a British license would help to position them for subsequent UMTS auctions because the licenses
would be complimentary to those that could be won in other European countries.  This had the effect of
raising more revenue than might otherwise have been raised.

47.    A second effect of the British auction was that it created a two-stage game.  Obtaining a British license in the
first stage meant that it became more important to win a complimentary license in other major European
countries in the second stage in order to justify the high price paid for the British license.  Similarly, lack of a
British license for some telecom companies meant potential preclusion from future license allocations since
the synergy of complimentary licenses and pan-European roaming would not be realized.  Therefore,
successful high bidding in the British auction might mean lower bidding amounts for future licenses since
competitors would drop out from future auctions. 

C.         The Netherlands

48.    The sale of licenses through the auction process brought in approximately $2.5 billion for the Dutch
government though, initially, the Dutch Finance Ministry had expected the auction to bring in more than $8
billion.[64]  One problem of the auction in the Netherlands was that it used the same auction design as that
used in Britain under a different set of circumstances.  Because there were five licenses and five incumbents,
there was little incentive for new bidders to enter bids since the incumbents had the advantage of preexisting
2G networks, some of whose components could be used in the 3G system.  Indeed, potential entrants had
strong incentives to partner with incumbents, which is what happened.[65]  Only one new entrant, Versital,
bid for the licenses, though it stopped bidding as a result of the actions of another bidder.  Mobile operator
Telfort, sent a letter to Versital in which it threatened possible legal action if Versital continued to bid.[66] 
Though the Dutch competition authority investigated an improper conspiracy to influence the outcome of the
auction, no evidence of such a conspiracy was found.[67]

49.    Another structural flaw in the auction was the pass mechanism the government set up.  The government
specified minimum opening bids that would decline in the first three rounds if firms “passed” and did not bid
on a license.  In each case, the bidders used a pass in each round to bring the reserve price down from 100
million guilders to 0 guilders after the three rounds.[68]     

D.         Germany

50.    After the British auction, Germany increased the minimum prices for obtaining a license more than once, as it
began to see the auction process as a potential cash cow for the government to raise revenue.[69]  German
Finance Minister Hans Eichel stated that the true meaning of UMTS, was “Unerwartete Mehreinnahmen zur
Tilgung von Schulden,” or unexpected revenue for paying back the national debt.[70]    As one telecom
analyst described the result, “The prices reached were madness… The industry is being heavily taxed by what
amounts to the [German] government’s shortsightedness and greed.  Consumers and shareholders are going to
learn quickly that there is no such thing as a free lunch.”[71]  Since Germany is the largest country in Europe,
the potential payoff for a German 3G license was significant.

51.    Though many analysts prior to the auction believed that only five licenses would be awarded, the auction
produced six licenses and two blocks of spectra.  Each license cost approximately $7.6 billion.[72]  Strategic
games made the auction process more uncertain and helped to explain how the cost of the licenses
skyrocketed to record heights.  Each bidder needed to secure only two blocks to obtain a license but securing
three blocks would prevent a competitor from securing an additional license.  One study suggests that the
eventual license costs were so high because of the willingness of the incumbents to try to preempt entry by
bidding for three blocks, thereby forestalling entrance by other possible competitors.[73]  If so, then the
auction design created the possibility of a more concentrated mobile market of only five operators rather than
a more competitive one of six.  Indeed, two bidders, T-Mobil and Mannesmann, drove a significant portion of
the auction.  Both of these bidders attempted to win three blocks.  However, this plan became untenable as the
price of the bids soared beyond the 50 billion euro mark.  Once the two changed their strategy and opted for
only two blocks, the auction ended, as six licenses were available for the six bidders.[74]  A second auction
for additional capacity was opened to all bidders that had won at least two blocks in the first auction.  Since
this included all the winning bidders, this auction predictably proved to be a failure.

52.    Post auction, a number of German operators had hoped to jointly construct the networks in order to reduce
roll out costs.[75]  Once these discussions among operators became public, Reg TP, the German regulator,
stressed that each holder of a UMTS license would be required to build its own networks telecom for twenty-
five percent of the population by the end of 2003, and for fifty percent by the end of 2005.[76]  Reg TP also
stated that each network needed to ensure its “competitive independence” during the lifetime of the UMTS
license.[77]  More specifically, telecom operators could share network elements such as masts, cables, and
antennas providing they retained control of aspects of their networks that would allow them to shut down
without affecting a competitor.  However, the operators would not be allowed to share backbone facilities
such as switching centers.[78]  Aside from regulatory issues, there are certain physical limitations to network
sharing.  It is technically tricky to handle roaming from non-shared to shared parts of the network.[79]  

E.         Italy

53.    Italy adopted a hybrid system including elements of both auctions and beauty contests.  The first phase was a
beauty contest in which the Italian government made preliminary selections of license bidders based on the
strength of the operators’ business plans, followed by an auction among them for the licenses.  Another
unique aspect of the Italian auction design was that if there were not enough serious bidders after the beauty
contest greater than the number of licenses, the government would reduce the numbers of licenses auctioned. 
Yet, such a policy does not necessarily guarantee a successful auction, because it does not properly allocate
demand with capacity of spectrum.[80]  As Klemperer correctly notes, this potentially  served to create an
unnecessarily concentrated mobile sector in order for the auction results to look successful.[81]  Instead, the
regulators should have taken steps to make the auction more attractive to entry to competitors, though perhaps
this was more difficult given that the Italian auction occurred subsequent to those in Germany and the United
Kingdom, making the financing of licenses more difficult for a number of potential bidders.  For example,
Deutsche Telekom AG (“DT”), which had paid a staggering amount for licenses in the United Kingdom and
Germany, did not enter the Italian auction.[82]

54.    Italy had hoped that it would duplicate the huge fortunes generated in Germany and the United Kingdom. 
Given that Italy’s mobile market is the largest in Europe, high bids might make sense if the belief was that
Italians would jump to the 3G technologies.  One Italian firm, Omnitel Pronto Italia SpA, revealed that it
would pursue an Italian license at virtually any price.[83]  After the UK auction, the Italian government
concluded that its revenue forecasts for the auction were too low such that revenues were reforecast from $1.9
billion to more than $11 billion.  The Italians became caught up in the hype of the increased over-valuations
of the preceding auctions.  It was also in the wake of the UK auction that Italy switched from a beauty contest
format to the hybrid format.[84]  Given the timing of the change immediately in the wake of the UK auction,
this policy change by the Italian government seems to have been motivated by revenue maximization rather
than any efficiency belief in the auction system.

55.    Blu[85], one of the bidders, threw a wrench in the Italian hopes for a huge payoff when it withdrew from the
auction.  Blu’s Italian shareholders had wanted BT to take a higher stake in the company though BT was
unprepared to do so, no doubt in part because of its growing debt as a consequence of its license costs in
Germany and the United Kingdom.[86]

56.    As a result, the Italian auction took place with only five bidders for five licenses.  In response to the low
revenue results, Italian Prime Minister Giuliano Amato convened a government meeting to determine whether
it was possible to void the results and postpone the auction to a later date.  To his great disappointment, he
discovered that it was legally not possible.  In response, the Italian government focused its wrath on Blu and
sought to keep the $1.74 billion deposit Blu made before the auction in order to participate in it, which Blu
finally won.[87]

F.         Sweden

57.       The Swedish government used a beauty contest format in which it charged a nominal fee of $11,020 for
each 3G license and an additional yearly charge of 0.15 percent of income.[88]  Interestingly, only in Sweden
did a national incumbent not win a license.  Though, Telia, the Swedish national operator, had secured 3G
licenses in Norway and Finland, the Swedish Post and Telecom Agency (“PTA”) rejected outright Telia’s
application without even considering it as a finalist for one of the four 3G licenses.  The PTA made its awards
based on two primary factors—the rollout and coverage commitments.  Each of the licenses covers two 15
MHz paired spectrum blocks, plus 5 MHz of unpaired spectrum used for one-way data services.[89]

58.    On the one hand, the explanation for an award against an incumbent, a national incumbent for that matter,
may be that Telia only offered to commit half of the investment of those operators that won licenses. 
However, if Telia is to be believed, the PTA showed subjective behavior.  As its spokesperson stated,  “Telia
is a leading mobile operator in the Swedish market with full national GSM-coverage.  In light of this, it is
very peculiar that PTA doesn’t seem to believe we’re worthy of a license.”[90]  Had the license been
auctioned, Telia would have been more likely to bid to gain a license rather than to believe that the
government would support it no matter how low its bid seemed.

59.    The decision by the PTA also concerned other parties.  The PTA rejected the DT-led consortium based on
“financial deficiencies” and the Sonera consortium in light of “technical deficiencies.”[91]  DT, at the time,
had a high credit rating and Sonera had won other UMTS licenses, so these arguments do not seem so
credible.  This may point to the general weakness of agency decision-making in license awards over that of an
auction process because of the possible use of subjective criteria.

60.    Concern has also been raised that the Swedish operators would not be able to roll out the networks in time.
[92]  If so, this suggests that a beauty contest did not create an opportunity to roll out service faster than an
auction would have done.  One effect that these significant costs may cause will be increased consolidation in
the industry through mergers or joint ventures.  In Sweden, two of the four groups that won 3G licenses are
attempting to build a joint infrastructure for their networks, rather than to do so individually, to save on costs.
[93]

G.    Belgium

61.    Belgium’s auction proved to be a failure.  Its 3G licenses were sold at minimum prices to incumbent
operators, each of whom submitted only a single bid of $138 million for the 20-year licenses.[94]   This left
the government well short of the $1.4 billion it had hoped to raise.[95]  No new entrants submitted bids or
even applied for the four licenses, only three of which were sold.[96]  Since Belgium’s auction came late in
the auction process, telecom companies may have been more worried about the significant debt that they had
accumulated in earlier auctions.  Another factor may have been the excessive fees that the government
charged for participation in the auction.  French operator Bouygues made a formal complaint to the EC about
the Belgian prices, describing the auction process as “discriminatory” and the license prices as
“disproportionate.”[97]

H.     Portugal

62.    In a beauty contest, Portugal awarded licenses to all three existing GSM operators and to one new entrant. 
The licenses were awarded for $85.58 million each and last 15 years.  In contrast with some other countries,
Portugal included a provision in its award mandating that an additional $768.4 million must be invested to
build up each network before the official date for launching the new service in January 2002.  The beauty
contest results came as no surprise as the four winners had been ranked highest in the Portuguese regulatory
authority’s November evaluation, compiled the month before the beauty contest results were decided.[98]

I.      Spain

63.   Spain initially allocated licenses in a beauty contest for a total value of $432 million in March 2000, prior to
the UK and German auctions.  After these auctions, the Spanish government decided to make up for lost
revenue it believed it would have gained in an auction by imposing a fee on 3G operators.  The Spanish 3G
license saga proves an interesting example of how a government can blunder in such a way as to become a
double loser.

64.    The Spanish government argued that, in the wake of the UK and German auctions, the value of the Spanish
licenses had increased significantly and, therefore, the Spanish government should be compensated for the
new market value of the licenses.  Spain had first believed in the beauty contest approach because it thought
that in return for a low license price, it could obtain commitments by the license winners that 3G services
would be rolled out ahead of those services in other countries by half a year, August 2001.  In response to the
new fee, the 3G Spanish telecom license holders argued for postponing the rollout for the new services
because of the extra charges.[99]  Of course, given the collapse of the UMTS license market elsewhere in
Europe, the reasoning of the Spanish government has been turned on its head.  If the market value of the
licenses decreased to an amount lower than that at which the licenses were sold, this would suggest that the
Spanish government should rebate part of the cost of the license so that the license holder would have paid an
amount equal to the true market value of the licenses.  Equally interesting has been that the other premise
behind the Spanish regulators’ policy has fallen asunder.  In Spain, service was to have been launched by
August 2001 but has been delayed until June 2002.[100]  

J.      France

65.    The French government set the price for its four 15-year licenses at the high price of $4.7 billion each.[101] 
France’s telecom regulatory agency, the ART decided on a beauty contest, with the official selection criteria
based on: (1) the development of the market and new services; (2) coverage of the territory; and (3) the
government’s aim to make the Internet widely available.[102]   Yet, Jean-Michel Hubert, head of the ART,
readily admitted that a more subjective criterion existed as well.  He stated that part of the ART’s mission was
to promote the interests of French corporations internationally.  A beauty contest would better insulate French
incumbent mobile operators from costly high bids that an auction would cause.  ART feared that by choosing
an auction process, current or aspiring French operators might be unable to match the bids of big, well-
financed foreign rivals and lose the fastest-growing business in their core market.[103]  Therefore, a beauty
contest afforded a better opportunity to use subjective criteria—namely the championing of French companies
over possible foreign new entrants—than an auction afforded.

66.    The French government hoped to capture the financial gains for revenue based on a high beauty contest price
but to do so without the uncertainty of the auction results.  The French solution was therefore to combine the
worst features of beauty contests and auctions.  On the one hand, France would still award the licenses on
subjective factors determined by the French regulators rather than by the market.  On the other hand, a high
entrance fee for licenses would make it more difficult for new competitors to enter the market.  It would also
increase consumer costs as license winners might try to pass on the extra cost of the licenses to consumers.

67.    Predictably, the French beauty contest ended in disaster.  When the bidding closed on January 31st, only two
firms had submitted offers.  Because of the failure of the first round to attract more than two bidders, France
was forced to promise to hold a second round of bidding.  This outcome should have come as no surprise to
French regulators.  In early June, the Chairman of France Telecom, Michel Bon, had warned that the entrance
fee was too high.[104]  Indeed, to date, none of the three French operators of 2G mobile systems have broken
even on their investment though interest in mobile telecommunications, as measured by the number of
subscribers, has soared.[105]

K.     Austria

68.    Less revenue was raised in Austria’s mobile auction of UMTS licenses than had been expected.  In total, the
auction yielded 706 billion euros, where double had been expected.  Only six bidders bid for the six pairs of
spectrum blocks, though bidding lasted for fourteen rounds.[106]  The auction, which was an ascending
auction and structured similarly to Germany’s, may have generated lower returns than it could have because
of suspicious behavior by some mobile operators.  The Austrian government twice halted the auction because
of possible collusion.  Yet, initially the government had said that it would call off the sale if it detected any
signs of collusion.[107]  The suspicious behavior was potential signaling of some competitors to others of
their intent in the auction.[108]  Before the auction, MobilCom told the Financial Times that it would
welcome the customers of mobile telecom operator Debitel should Debitel fail to secure a license, thereby
allowing Debitel to become a virtual network operator on the MobilCom network.  This type of signal may
have had the effect of prompting Debitel to withdraw from the auction before it started, leaving only six
bidders.  The Austrian regulators failed to investigate MobilCom’s behavior, perhaps because it would have
threatened to remove a bidder from the auction, thereby reducing the government’s revenue.[109]  Another
3G bidder, Telekom Austria, announced the week before the auction that it “would be satisfied with just two
of the 12 blocks of frequency…and if others behaved similarly, ‘it should be possible to get the frequencies
on sensible terms.’”[110]  As a further signal, it stressed that it would bid for a third frequency block if other
firms did the same.

69.    As in the German auction, prices rose above what was needed to reach an equilibrium (the reserve price in
this case) of the same number of bidders each winning a license because the auction was structured around
pairs of spectrum rather than on licenses.  Therefore, competitors tried to buy greater capacity to reduce the
number of licenses.[111]

L.         Denmark

70.    Though the Danish government will hold an auction in the near future, its auction style will differ from that of
the other UMTS auctions that have been held in Europe.  Denmark plans to hold a sealed-bid auction for the
four licenses it will allocate for 3G service.  According to a working paper by the Danish IT and Research
Ministry and National Telecom Agency, “In a sealed-bid auction, it is possible for an aggressive new entrant
to outbid a conservative incumbent...It also has advantages in terms of reducing the potential for
collusion.”[112]  Yet, these arguments can generally be applied to any type of auction and are not unique to a
sealed-bid auction.  The auction will be a modified Vickery auction in which the winning bids will be priced
at the amount submitted by the lowest winning bidder.  To prevent tacit collusion for underbidding, the
Danish government will set a floor price for the licenses.[113]

M.    Switzerland

71.    Switzerland’s auction suffered a defeat given its late start vis-à-vis the other auctions.  Particularly, four of the
nine qualified bidders dropped out while two of the remaining five bidders announced plans to merge just
minutes before the auction, thereby further reducing the number of bidders.[114]  The move left only four
bidders in the race for four licenses, and after an investigation into whether the merger agreement had
contravened auction rules, the Swiss government was forced to proceed with the auction.  Though the Swiss
government gained SFr205 million from the license sale, this was a mere fraction of the SFr2.5 billion it had
originally expected from the process.[115]  This low revenue result was also caused by the new financial
reality that the UMTS auctions had helped foster, namely running up significant debt made gaining later
licenses more difficult.

72.    The specter of possible collusion also emerged from the auction process.  One story suggests that DT, which
did not take part in the UMTS auction, cut a deal with Tele Danmark to leave only four bidders for four
licenses.[116]  The motivation for such a move would be DT’s desire to acquire part of Tele Danmark in the
future after Tele Danmark had acquired a license not inflated by competition.[117]  The week before the
auction the number of bidders dropped from nine bidders to four bidders.  The final average price of the
licenses was only 2½ percent higher than the minimum bid.[118]

N.         Norway

73.    Norway first envisioned 3G services in its White Paper to the government on this topic.[119]  Norway
allocated its four 3G licenses by means of a beauty contest.  Seven telecom-bidding groups applied for the
licenses.  Each license was awarded for $11.2 million each, plus an additional $2.2 million a year.[120]  The
beauty contest emphasized geographic coverage and roll out.[121]

O.     Poland

74.    Mobile licensing in Eastern Europe has been similar to that in the EU.  The outcome of the 3G license process
in Poland, the largest country of Eastern Europe, yielded poor results.  The Polish government was forced to
annul its UMTS tender after it determined that it would be received poorly.  Poland thereafter awarded its
three mobile incumbents 3G licenses through a 650 million euro extension of their GSM licenses.   The
Polish government had hoped to award five licenses at 650 million euros each but only the three cellular
incumbents filed tender papers.  Poland had seen the 3G license process as a way to raise revenue.  Indeed,
the Polish government had included the expected revenue from the license sale in the country’s 2001 budget.
[122]

75.    The lack of interest may have resulted from a high cost for licenses, given that Poland’s telecom services are
less developed than those of Western Europe.  Its fixed-line penetration rate is just thirty-five percent while its
mobile penetration rate is a mere fifteen percent.[123]

P.     Czech Republic

 76.   The Czech government has opted for a hybrid approach in which it will use separate auctions and beauty
contests.  The existing 2G operators will be offered UMTS licenses for $135 million each.  The fourth license
would be sold in an auction.  If any of the existing 2G operators choose not to purchase a license, the unsold
license will be auctioned in addition to the fourth license.[124] 

V.     Implications of the UMTS on European Mobile Operators and Customers

77.    The cost for building the 3G networks in Europe is estimated to be an outlay of $150 billion.  This figure adds
an additional fifty to one-hundred percent to the cost of obtaining the license, depending on whether the
license winner is an incumbent that can add to its 2G network or a new entrant that will have to build a new
network from scratch. [125]  This, of course, is in addition to the money that will be spent on securing the 3G
licenses as well as the costs for marketing the new services.[126]  Some incumbent fixed costs are already
sunk since they can use significant parts of their existing 2G network for 3G services.[127]  Therefore, there
is inherently an uneven playing field between incumbents and new entrants that may further hinder new
entrants in markets and put increased pressure on their governments to potentially bail them out or give them
implicit concessions.   

78.    With such high costs, some auction “winners” may turn out to be losers in the long run.  The high auction fees
might reduce spending on equipment because license holders might not have enough to build their networks
without incurring a staggering debt and a possible downgrade of their ratings which would lead to a lower
return on investment.  Ultimately, 3G may turn out to be a poor investment.  Goldman Sachs Internet Analyst
Rajeev Gupta argues that 2G services will suffice for most consumers and that 3G services will not catch on
once the additional costs of 3G services are factored into a phone bill.[128]  It may also be that telecom
companies overvalued the benefits of 3G for consumers and the potential gains from its use.  The high
valuations of the stocks of European telecom operators have crashed dramatically since the auction process,
in part due to the consequences of the spectrum process, making it that much more difficult for these
companies to raise revenue.

79.    Accumulating additional debt to finance the cost of licenses and their building has significant consequences. 
More debt means poorer credit quality for firms.  As telecom companies go further into debt and lose revenue
to pay for debt service, their credit ratings drop.  The effects can be quite dramatic for these telecom
companies.  Bonds with a BBB rating pay investors a yield of about a half a percentage point more than those
rated A.  This means that when a telecom company is downgraded its debt becomes a significant burden,
leading to a larger amount of debt that needs to be repaid because of the increased interest on the debt.[129] 
Equally significant, a drop in the rating of the company has secondary effects.  Certain institutional investors
cannot hold bonds that carry a rating worse than A, so that telecom company bonds at that level will have to
be sold.[130]  This selling has occurred at a time in which telecom operators who have won licenses are in
need of new bonds to finance the purchase of the UMTS licenses and the roll out of networks.  As the
Economist notes, “A surge in supply would force up yields and thus financing costs. These have already risen
sharply as investors have pre-empted the rating agencies’ move.” [131]

80.    For example, British Telecom (“BT”) has been crippled by a $43 billion debt as a result of the cost of the
UMTS auctions. Standard & Poor has placed it on credit watch, with other UMTS license winners France
Telecom and DT, since February 2001.  The current economic situation makes it difficult for the firms to
reduce their debt levels.  BT has about $9 billion in bonds that have a “step-up” clause that triggers increased
interest payments if BT’s credit rating were to drop below A.  The consequence of the step up would be
additional bond service payments of between $200 million to $250 million per year.[132]

81.    Lower bond ratings also affect some previous bond issuances by telecom companies.  Some companies such
as DT and Vodafone AirTouch have included clauses in recent bond issuance that automatically increase the
interest rate on the bonds if the companies are downgraded to a certain level.  In the case of DT, the coupon
payable on its $14.5 billion bond issues would rise by half a percentage point if Moody’s and S&P were both
to downgrade the company to a BBB+ rating.[133]

82.    Debt issuances for telecom companies are crucial since equity financing through increased stock no longer is
a viable option given current market conditions and the dramatic drop in the valuation of the stock of telecom
companies.  First, the telecom sector has been battered as a result of the decline of technology-related issues
in the United States and Europe.  Second, telecom company equity is already a significant part of the makeup
of the U.S. and European stock exchanges.  Telecom companies have taken on significant debt to pay for their
licenses.  Only two years ago, telecom companies accounted for 7.4 percent of company debt in Europe,



licenses.  Only two years ago, telecom companies accounted for 7.4 percent of company debt in Europe,
though the figure is now closer to 35 percent.[134]  The possibility of a return on the investment for licenses
is not promising for a number of years, suggesting overbidding.  As Moody’s stated in April 2001 regarding
3G in Europe, “The break-even point for (these investments) is not likely to be reached before the fourth or
fifth year of operation in the most optimistic scenario.”[135]

83.    Some telecom companies now readily admit that they have overpaid for their licenses.  BT’s CEO Peter
Bonfield said BT overbid on licenses.  A BT spokesman elaborated on these comments by saying that, “BT
paid £10 billion more than it should have...especially in auctions in the UK and Germany,” adding that, 
“spending had a huge impact on the industry [landing BT with] debts of £30 billion.” A consequence of BT’s
overpayment is that its interest payments on debt tripled in the third quarter of fiscal 2000.[136]

84.    A direct government bailout of a troubled telecom operator is not possible since it would be considered state
aid, which would violate EU policy.  Indirectly, a government could bail out a mobile operator through the
guise of promoting accessibility of broadband.[137]  Increasingly, the possibility of an indirect bailout of
operators is becoming more likely.[138]  One member of the European Parliament has authored a plan that
calls for governments that conducted 3G auctions to develop an annual payback scheme for license fees and
guarantee loans for licenses, which would result in lower interest rates for the operators.  The plan would also
provide for the European Investment Bank to grant special loans with lower prices for the mobile sector.[139]

85.    The cost of the licenses may also have the effect of greater consolidation within the European telecom sector. 
Mark Page of Booz Allen & Hamilton, a consulting firm,  argues that “continuing consolidation [in Europe is]
a strategic and financial necessity.”  Given the nature of the telecom industry and the culturally diverse
markets of Europe, it is difficult for telecom operators to push down sales and marketing costs.  Page
advocates returnable and refundable licenses.[140]  Such licenses would be more attuned to the market and
would allow consolidation to be sped up.

VI.    Conclusion

86.    There are significant lessons for companies, government leaders, regulators and lawyers to learn from the 3G
process.  In the new 3G world, one telecom analyst noted, “Wireless operators are realizing they have to work
together.”[141]  Therefore, the EU must be vigilant that competition remains strong and that the incentives
that firms have to collude in ways that hurt consumers are minimized.  If encouraging new entrants is the
concern, there are non-auction rule mechanisms that will increase this outcome such as license fee payment
by installment, and mandated network sharing and roaming.[142]  Auction “losers” might still be able to enter
the 3G markets by renting some spectrum from auction winners as virtual mobile operators.[143]  Contrary to
3G licenses in the United States and Japan, the European UMTS licenses cannot be used to provide basic
mobile telephony.  Allowing this change might encourage competition by encouraging new entrants. 

87.    Another key policy issue in 3G licensing conditions which could alleviate the financial burden of mobile
operators is the secondary trading of spectrum.  Secondary trading, where operators resell part of the
spectrum they have been granted by licenses, is not allowed in Europe, unlike in Japan or the United States. 
Secondary trading serves to recalibrate the licenses to those who value it most.[144]  The 1999
Communications Review advocates that Member States allow, but not mandate, secondary trading.[145]  So
far no country has done so though the United Kingdom is more advanced in discussions regarding allowing
secondary trading than other countries.

88.    In auctions themselves, steps must be taken to reduce the ability of firms to collude.  This should include
round number bidding, which will reduce the signaling mechanism that firms would use to protect certain
markets from competition.[146]  High enough reserve prices must be set to discourage under-financed bidders
and to ensure that enough funds are raised through the auction process.  Regulators must make sure to set
reserve prices that are not too high (as was the case in France) to chill possible competition.  One lesson that
telecom companies seemed to learn given the high cost of early auctions was that it was possible to get access
by buying a stake in a license winner without directly bidding for a license and taking on the cost of building
a network, or by buying wholesale access from the license winners.  This sort of behavior should be chilled
by strong activity rules in auctions to prevent joint agreements and create a setting with the most possible
bidders.

89.    Because the licenses went up for tender bids at different times in each individual country, in essence, what
occurred in Europe was the creation of a sequential auction.  Such auctions have significant problems, as
noted in Section III.  In a sequential auction it becomes easier for parties to collude the more times an action
is repeated.  Therefore, a single European-wide auction would have reduced the potential for firms to collude
across the auctions in a number of different countries.  The sequential nature of the licensing process made it
difficult for competitors to undertake second best strategies to ensure coverage throughout Europe and led to
a discontinuity in pricing from licensing contest to licensing contest, making prediction of actual purchase
prices more difficult.

90.    The sequential process also hurt licensing contests that were held later and benefited those held earlier both in
terms of the number of entrants and the amounts that they thought to bid.  Incumbents faced pressure to win a
3G license at almost any cost since a failure to win would signal significantly lower growth potential to
investors.  At the time of the initial auctions, financing was easy to come by.  This fed into a bidding frenzy
since both new entrants and incumbents had significant coffers with which to increase their bids.  Later on, as
funding dried up, a lack of potential bidders meant that it would be difficult to repeat some of the allocative
successes of the earlier auctions.  The relationship between the financing of telecoms and the ability to
provide service based on a roll out of a new technology has been under-explored in the current UMTS
discussion.  Indeed, it is key since the failure to impose a European-wide auction had the effect of
overbidding in some countries and misallocation of resources for telecom operators.  As a result, their
marginal costs reflect a higher interest rate on debt service, rather than keeping the license costs as sunk costs.

91.    For some academics, the auctions offer different lessons.  Klemperer, the designer of the British auction,
believes that the lesson from the auctions is that a one-size-fits-all approach for auctions does not work.[147] 
Yet, he does not connect the fact that the market sentiment for 3G auctions was inaccurate in part because
possible entrants did not have a clear sense of the best strategy to pursue since the auctions were sequential
rather than simultaneous.  Understanding that the different licensing processes in the entire EU played a role
in the outcome of each individual license process, whether beauty contest or auction, is central in designing a
better regulatory framework for the next set of spectrum assignments.

92.    Some changes are possible.  This inefficient allocation of spectrum suggests that the time may have come for
a pan-European telecommunications authority.[148]  In its 1999 Communications Review, the EC examined
the issue that “[i]nconsistent application of certain provisions of telecommunications legislation is hindering
the development of effective competition and the deployment of pan-European services.”[149]  At the time,
the Commission found that the potential costs of a new agency outweighed benefits conferred.  Given the
hundreds of billions of dollars at stake regarding 3G licensing and implementation, a European Regulatory
Authority might have been able to achieve more efficient outcomes regarding the UMTS licensing process.  It
could have pushed for a simultaneous auction of all the licenses.  At the time, there was not sufficient support
for such a step.[150]  Yet even in the report, the possibility of pan-European licensing was advocated in some
form.  “It is essential to recognize the merits of pan-European licensing and possibility of radio spectrum
assignment….”[151]  The possibility of such an agency remains bleak at the present.  An attempt to expand
the powers of the EC over those of national telecom regulators failed in the spring of 2001.[152]  Even this
action is still conceptually a sine qua non of a possible European telecom regulator and could not find the
political support for passage.

93.    The lack of a pan-European regulator is a combination of a coordination and distribution problem within the
dilemma of a common interest framework as described in international relations scholarship on the incentives
to establish and create international regimes.[153]  In an important sense, almost any pan-European regulator
would be an improvement over the current system where no common scheme results in increased transaction
costs.  The coordination problem can be understood in a “battle of the sexes” in which both partners in a
couple would like to do something together but disagree on the preferred outcome.  The man may want to go
to the country, while the woman may want to go to the beach.

Payoffs for Man/Woman

 Country Beach

Country 5/3 0/0

Beach 0/0 3/5

 

94.    Both Country-Country and Beach-Beach (shaded in gray) outcomes would lead to a Nash equilibrium for this
game.  In order to achieve either of these outcomes, the two sides would need to determine how to spend time
with each other.  Otherwise, if each player would hold out for the equilibrium that they preferred most, the
result would be an outcome that neither player desired, where both were worse off than they needed to be.
[154]  Similarly, in Europe a pan-European regulatory regime would be better than no regime.  European
governments need to coordinate to decide on the structure and the role of such a regime to implement the type
of regulatory supervision on the auction process that is necessary to achieve the best results.[155]  As 4G
technology, a successor to 3G, becomes a reality, a new system must be put into place for a more efficient,
European-wide allocation of spectrum through a simultaneous ascending auction.  Only a common regulatory
approach through a European telecom regulatory agency can make such a change a reality.

95.    As 4G technology, a successor to 3G, becomes a reality, a new system must be put into place for a more
efficient, European-wide allocation of spectrum through a simultaneous ascending auction.  Only a common
regulatory approach through a European telecom regulatory agency can make such a change a reality. 
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